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Weekly Horoscopes
Star Signer
October 19, 2020
It is almost time to get into the Halloween spirit and that means carving pumpkins. Read on to
find out how you carve your pumpkin based on your zodiac sign.

ARIES
Aries, you have no problem getting messy to carve your pumpkin. Digging the seeds out is
actually your favorite part of the entire process. You love getting your hands dirty but you find
the actual carving part too tedious.

TAURUS
Taurus, when it comes to carving pumpkins, you are very basic. You like to keep it simple and
carve a cute little face into your pumpkin. You also like to name all of the pumpkins you carve.
This year you might just name your pumpkin Marvin.

GEMINI
Gemini, you are very creative so every year you try something new while carving pumpkins.
This year might be a good year to try decorating your pumpkin with something unique.

CANCER
Cancer, you are a very talented carver, so every year you pick a very intricate design that will
challenge what you did the year previously. This year you should try a spider web or a witch.

LEO
Leo, you go above and beyond in whatever you do, and carving pumpkins is no different. Do not
be surprised when everyone around you is jealous of the masterpiece that you create.

VIRGO

Virgo, carving pumpkins has never been your favorite activity. You hate the messiness of
digging out the seeds and you are never satisfied with the design you carve. You just carve
pumpkins to spend time with your friends.

LIBRA
Libra, carving pumpkins is the perfect activity to do with your cat. Your cat gives you inspiration
for your designs and even helps you dig the seeds out.

SCORPIO
Scorpio, carving pumpkins is the perfect excuse for you to have your friends over and have a
good time. This year, try buying templates from the store and carving unique designs into your
pumpkin. Better yet, have a pumpkin carving contest to see who can carve the best.

SAGITTARIUS
Sagittarius, you absolutely love Halloween and everything about it so carving pumpkins comes
naturally to you. By mid-October, you already have a half a dozen pumpkins carved and sitting
on your front porch. Everyone in your neighborhood envies you.

CAPRICORN
Capricorn, you hate Halloween and want nothing to do with it. Carving pumpkins is not
something you enjoy doing and you do not plan to start enjoying it now.

AQUARIUS
Aquarius, your go to way to decorate pumpkins is not carving, but drawing. You find it much
easier to draw on the pumpkin instead of carving it. This year, give carving a shot and see if you
like it.

PISCES
Pisces, you are often very busy leading up to Halloween and you sometimes put carving off until
the very last minute. This year, try to get it done early so you can enjoy your carved pumpkins
for a longer period of time.

WSU Donates Land For Construction Project on Colonel Glenn
Alexis Wisler
October 19, 2020
Construction on Colonel Glenn Highway, on both the Beavercreek and Fairborn sides, is set to
take place from now until the summer of 2022. The project includes adding a sidewalk to areas
currently without it, adding a bike path, and some decorative elements.

Fairborn
The City of Fairborn will be doing construction from University Blvd. to the east of Center Park.
Fairborn will be focusing on adding a sidewalk to the south side of Colonel Glenn Highway,
adding a bike path that will connect to the existing bike path on the Wright State University
(WSU) side of the road, as well as adding mid-block pedestrian crosswalks.
“One of the big things we noticed was that there are RTA buses that do pick-ups and drop-offs
on that side of the roadway and they’re dropping off pedestrians where there’s no sidewalk
currently. So that was one of the major reasons why we wanted to move forward with this
project,” said Fairborn City Engineer Lee Harris.
The Fairborn portion of the project is scheduled to begin next summer, with a year-long time
frame.
“We are finishing the design and everything right now, and then we are looking to start bidding it
out some time here next spring and it will probably start sometime next summer, probably
around the July/August time frame,” said Harris.
Commuter WSU students should not expect any traffic along Colonel Glenn Highway during the
construction.
“With this project, we are going to be maintaining traffic in both directions. If anything, they may
see a lane closure here and there as they’re working on the side of the road installing the new
sidewalks,” said Harris.

Beavercreek
The City of Beavercreek has already begun its portion of the project, which includes improving
the sidewalk as well as aesthetic improvements.

“The Beavercreek project is between Zink Road and just to the east of Presidential Drive and
includes decorative light poles, brick pavers, some landscaping, sidewalk, and the
reconstruction of two traffic signals,” said Beavercreek City Engineer Jeff Moorman

The university’s involvement
WSU donated land to to assist in the project. The strip of land donated was previously owned by
the Wright State Board of Trustees before being donated to the City of Beavercreek.
“Wright State University has definitely contributed to this project. The university participated in
the design concepts and agreed to donate the property necessary to support the improvements.
It is not typical for the affected property owner to contribute to such a project, but the university
chose to transfer the property to the city of Fairborn at no cost instead of being paid for it
because of the overall value of the improvements to the community,” said WSU Chief Operating
Officer Greg Sample.

WSU Teamsters Meet With Admin: Vote to Strike May Occur
Nicolas BenVenuto
October 19, 2020
Wright State University’s (WSU) Teamsters 957 is once again in collective bargaining
negotiations with the university and will be meeting again on Oct. 19 to accept or reject the fact
finder’s report.

Who are the Teamsters
The Teamsters 957 union of WSU is a group of over 30 positions on the WSU campus. These
positions include workers in groundskeeping, electricians, engineers and HVAC staff members.
In Dec. of 2019, Chief Steward for the WSU Teamsters union Tom Bellew said to the Guardian,
“We’re going through the same things as the teachers [faculty union].”
Bellew and his fellow Teamsters union members felt disrespected by the university and
expenditures made throughout the course of the year.
Bellew is still the current Teamsters Chief Steward, but was unable to comment at the current
moment due to current negotiations.

What are the possible outcomes?
Upon meeting with university officials on Oct. 19, the Teamsters union will have the option to
accept or reject the state fact-finder’s report.
This report does a deep dive into the contract negotiations between the Teamsters and WSU,
and provides a mediated suggestion towards contract negotiations.
If the Teamsters vote against the fact-finders report, a vote to strike may occur.
Once a vote to strike passes, a 10-day strike notice would be submitted to the State
Employment Relations Board (SERB), however negotiations may still continue even after the
notice is submitted.
This strike notice may be called off at any given point in negotiations.

If the 10-day strike notice follows through, a walkout would occur later in the year and WSU
would be forced to contract services through outside contractors that the Teamsters provide.

Remaining hopeful
During the 2019 negotiations between the Teamsters 957 and WSU, Bellew said to the
Guardian that he, “loved his job with the university, however leadership choices have become
frustrating over the years.”
“The university is hopeful that the university’s Teamsters bargaining unit will accept the
fact-finders report. The university is confident that there are administrative and other costs in the
Teamsters health care plan that would not result in savings to the university in contrast to the
savings the university already benefits from in a unified health care plan for all university
employees,” said WSU Director of Communications Seth Bauguess during 2019 negotiations.
Bauguess was unable to comment on current negotiations.

WSU Seal a Symbol of Raider Pride
Maxwell Patton
October 20, 2020
This year saw the North Lawn at Wright State University (WSU) gain a new monument: the
official seal of WSU etched into a bronze plaque measuring four feet in diameter and perched
atop a granite stone.
The seal prominently features the university’s motto, which is the Latin phrase “ad docendum,
investigandum, serviendum.”
This feature was conceived by two members of WSU’s ‘67 Society: Markayla Clayton and Aaron
Brautigam. Brautigam is the current student trustee of the Wright State Foundation and
president of the society, which, according to their website, seeks to promote an “inclusive
community that encourages student philanthropy and engaging with alumni.”
“We had been to other universities, like visiting friends or alumni who had gone on to grad
school elsewhere, and they had these really big installations of their university and Wright State
didn’t have anything like that,” said Brautigam. “We weren’t even really familiar with what the
seal was at all.”
The college’s official seal is present on diplomas, transcripts and a few other areas around
campus. However, it is not often recognizable to students on campus. This led Brautigam and
Clayton to apply for funding through the Students First Fund, a program created by the Wright
State Foundation.

A collaborative effort
When the two students began working on this project, they were assisted by Holly Mapel, a
recent graduate of WSU who was the previous president of the ‘67 Society.
“Markayla and I had the idea, and since [Mapel] was currently sitting in both of the positions
where I am now, she really made those connections for us,” said Brautigam.
Mapel also helped Brautigam and Clayton apply for the necessary funds, and assisted him with
perfecting the application the night before it was due.
As this application was being planned, the students worked with WSU’s marketing department
and Facilities Management on the plaque’s design and the location it would occupy. A location

that the plaque almost occupied was Hamilton Plaza, which sits adjacent to the Student Union,
though it now sits nearby.
“Originally, it was going to be an installation in the actual plaza in the front corner,” said
Brautigam. “After we went back and forth and we spent quite a while walking around that side of
campus, we decided to put it more in its own special area and raise it up on the angled rock. We
thought that would be a much better location.”
“We were looking for high visibility with a background appropriate for photos that was
recognizable as being part of our campus,” WSU Director of Marketing Mark Anderson said.
“The Student Union area in our campus core is highly visible by nearly everyone on campus
who attends classes, takes an admissions tour or returns for a visit as a graduate.”
Once this location was finalized, the marketing department collaborated with Kathy Warden in
Facilities Management as well as Dayton Stencil and the university’s sign shop.
“Our design needed to be able to be reproduced accurately at scale, which was not possible
with the existing seal design and files,” said Anderson.
Senior graphic designer with the university’s marketing department Kerry Estes solved this
problem by flattening and simplifying the design, giving the seal a sleek, modern look.
Another prominent figure in the plaque’s construction was Executive Vice President Greg
Sample, who supervised the Facilities Management Team. Sample helped to ensure that the
seal was installed in its place without the team going over their budget.

Revealing the monument
An event to unveil the monument to the public was scheduled for Oct. 1, 2019, which was
Wright Day to Give. However, the seal was delivered just in time for the Wright Day to Give
celebration, forcing the team to wait through the winter. A new event was scheduled for March
27 of this year; however, the coronavirus pandemic canceled that celebration.
“Everything was very shaky, so we held off,” said Brautigam. “They had the groundwork
completed and we had the seal on campus. It was pretty much ready at any time. We never
really found the right time to do the event that we wanted to do initially to really celebrate the
meaning of that and to thank everybody in the proper way of having the event and getting to
publicly recognize their effort.”

A sense of Raider pride

Brautigam’s most prominent goal with this project was to help instill school pride in his fellow
Raiders. The finished monument, along with other art projects on WSU’s main campus,
accomplishes that goal, according to Sample.
“Things like the seal, and the recently updated banners and murals all pay tribute to our cultural
heritage as an institution of higher education,” said Sample. “They send a positive message to
those visiting campus and create a sense of pride among those who are attending or have
attended WSU.”
Brautigam agrees with Sample on this.
“When you see that logo in other places like your diploma hanging on your wall, you can tie it
back to all of that and really have positive memories of your time at Wright State,” said
Brautigam. “You’re remembering all of the great things, and so it’s a capstone of your
experiences, using that logo and tying everything together.”

Book Recommendations Based on Your Favorite Halloween Movies
Ariel Parker
October 20, 2020
Most horror movie fans like a good, scary book to sink their teeth into, but finding a book that
gives you the same vibes as a movie you like can be hard. Here is a list of three movies that
remind me of three books you can read before Halloween is over.

If you like The Craft (1989), try “Bunny” by Mona Awad
The Craft is about a coven of wanna-be witches who initiate a girl with telekinetic powers and
disaster and drama ensue when things go wrong.
Similarly, “Bunny,” is a dark academia novel that follows Samantha, who is initiated into a weird
group of girls in her MFA Creative Writing program who refer to themselves as “the Bunnies.”
Both do not hesitate to poke fun at the genre, and the mischief that the Bunnies get up to is
similar to the coven of girls in The Craft.
You will not be able to stop laughing — and gasping in horror — at this truly outrageous (and
kind of genius) book.

If you like Evil Dead (2013), try “Uprooted” by Naomi Novik
While this is not strictly a horror novel, this magical world is full of things that go bump in the
night. In this remake of the classic movie of the same name, Evil Dead follows a group of young
adults who take one of their friends out to a cabin in the woods to help withdraw from her drug
addiction.
“Uprooted” is a fantasy novel about a village that is plagued by the woods and the horrors that
lie within. While the two stories are very different, the tone and atmosphere are both very
similar. In the two stories, the forest also plays an important role and acts as if it’s its own
character, and the disturbing imagery will make it difficult to look at trees the same way again.

If you like Jennifer’s Body (2009), try “My Best Friend’s Exorcism” by
Grady Hendrix

Jennifer’s Body — a somewhat campy movie that I will defend for being both genius and ahead
of its time — follows two close friends at school after a “virgin sacrifice” goes awry and Jennifer
becomes possessed by a demon.
Similarly, “My Best Friend’s Exorcism” is about how four close friends are torn apart when one
of them goes missing in the woods and comes back possessed. Both lean heavily on the
cheesiness and gore and make a point that what’s most important of all is the power of
friendship.

Two Sexual Assaults Reported On Campus Within Last 48 Hours
Alexis Wisler
October 20, 2020
On Tuesday, Oct. 20, Wright State University (WSU) released an Informational Safety Bulletin
from the WSU police stating that two reports of sexual assault have occurred on campus in the
last 48 hours.

Update: WSU police chief David Finnie spoke out about the reports and the state of the
investigation.
“Wright State police is actively involved in the investigation and cannot release any details
during the investigation. However, Wright State police does plan to offer the campus community
educational information on how to stay safe using dating websites in the future,” said Finnie.

The reports
According to the Informational Safety Bulletin, which was released to students via email, both of
these reports relate back to the dating app Tinder. There is a current investigation for the first
report and the suspect for the second report is under the supervision of law enforcement.
“The first incident, the individuals were familiar with each other and the investigation is currently
on-going. The second incident, the suspect is in custody. Neither incident is in relation to the
other except the use of the Tinder dating application,” said the Informational Safety Bulletin.

Reminders
The Informational Safety Bulletin gives reminders to inform students what is considered sexual
assault.
“It is a violation of university policy to engage in sexual activities without affirmative consent from
your partner. Someone incapacitated due to alcohol or drugs cannot consent to sexual activity,”
said the Informational Safety Bulletin.

The Informational Safety Bulletin also reminds the WSU community that any student or
employee who commits sexual assault can be punished by expulsion or termination.

Safety Tips
Also included in the Informational Safety Bulletin are safety tips to help students protect
themselves from sexual assault. Tips included are trust your instincts, create a distraction, make
sure everyone has a safe way home and to use caution when using dating apps.
The Informational Safety Bulletin also encouraged students to call the WSU police at (937)
775-2111 and get medical attention if they have been sexually assaulted.
“We strongly encourage victims to seek medical attention immediately, even if there are no
obvious physical injuries. Receiving a sexual assault examination is free and conducted by a
specially trained nurse,” said the Informational Safety Bulletin.
This is a developing story.

Wright State Teamsters Continue Contract Negotiations
Nicolas BenVenuto
October 20, 2020
Wright State University’s (WSU) Teamsters 957 met with WSU officials on Oct. 19, in an attempt
to come to a contractual agreement that would benefit both parties, but left the meeting with few
things agreed upon.
Pay raises, furlough days and contractual protections for Teamsters custodial and floor care
staff are the most important issues being negotiated.

What is being proposed?
WSU is proposing no pay raises throughout the life of a current contract which extends to Aug.
31, 2022. This rebuttal comes in the wake of last month’s negotiation meeting, where Teamsters
asked for a 1.5% pay increase in 2021 and a 2% pay increase in 2022.
WSU wants to add 10 furlough days with no more than 5 days used during a pay period. This is
an article the university has maintained since the beginning of contract negotiations, and has
not budged on.
Lastly, WSU is seeking to remove protections in current contract language that would prevent
them from contracting out jobs in custodial and floor care staff.
With protections removed, WSU would have the right to contract out these jobs.
“Right now we are fighting to keep our largest group of members, custodial and floor care staff,
working,” said Tom Bellew, Chief Steward of Teamsters 957. “This entire time they have been
considered essential, when in reality they are expendable.” Bellew said.

University remains hopeful
“The Wright State bargaining team is hopeful and optimistic about reaching an agreement with
its Teamsters employees,” said Seth Bauguess, Director of Communications at WSU.
“The university values the work that these employees perform. They provide a valuable service
to the university, and most importantly, our students. As the university continues to navigate
these challenging times, it is prepared to continue operations as it drives toward fiscal

sustainability so Wright State can be the public, four-year university the Dayton region and Ohio
needs it to be.” Bauguess said.
The proposals offered to the Teamsters on Monday are not final, and another round of
negotiations are set for Tuesday, Oct. 27.

Key Highlights of Biden’s Town Hall Event
Jamie Naylor
October 21, 2020
Forgoing the traditional debate formats, presidential nominees President Donald Trump and
former Vice President Joe Biden held competing town hall events in Miami and Pittsburgh Pa.
With Joe Biden ahead in the national polls and a strong turnout in the Democratic Party among
early voters, Biden’s goal of the night was to sway voters in crucial states like Pennsylvania.
While talking on many topics, Biden focused on the coronavirus, the economy, the environment,
racism, social justice and the Supreme Court.

The coronavirus
Biden often criticizes President Donald Trump and his response to the global pandemic, and
this town hall was no exception.
He blamed the President for lying to the American people and not acting quickly enough on
initial coronavirus information. He also laid out his coronavirus plan which would include a
nationwide lockdown “if the science said so.”
Biden also spoke of a vaccine of which he thinks will not be available until the spring of 2021.
When a vaccine does come out, Biden is considering making it mandatory for citizens to take.
His final action would be to pressure state and local governments to enforce the current mask
policies.

The economy
This year, the topic of the economy is even more emphasized, as the US is going through a
rougher recession than the one in 2009 and is facing record-breaking job loss. When asked
about taxes, Biden pulled out a card with all the different tax cut rates he would make.
One of his favorite tax plans is his plan to raise taxes to 28% on the 1%. Many criticize his
economic plan for fear that it would lead to a slower recovery. Biden refutes saying his plan
would help bring the US out of the recession quicker.
Biden also focused on his environmental plan and how it would create jobs and help the
economy. He finally gave his stance on the Green New deal, roughly saying that he opposes it,

stating instead that he wants to invest in clean infrastructure and create one million jobs to
weatherize buildings and homes.

Racism and Social Justice
Race was a prominent talking point at the Biden town hall. He focused on how money should be
put towards education and home ownership to help disadvantaged communities. He holds the
philosophy that wealth will drive racial equality and that “it’s about accumulating wealth”.
He no longer supported the highly contested 1994 Crime Bill and said that cops should not be
defunded. Instead, communities should be focusing on community policing.

The Supreme Court
With the confirmation hearings for Judge Amy Coney Barrett this week in the Senate, Biden
wanted to clarify his stance on the Supreme Court.
He does not support the president’s decision to fill the vacant seat before the election or the
Republican senators who are pushing the confirmation though. He briefly mentioned options the
Democrats could take including expanding the court or court-packing.
Biden made sure not to take a firm stance on any one topic as to not alienate any voters. One
clear winner of the Biden town hall was civility.

Key Highlights of Trump’s Town Hall Event
Jackson Cornwell
October 21, 2020
On Thursday night, President Donald Trump took the stage at a town hall event in Miami. The
event was broadcasted live on NBC and was moderated by “Today” co-host Savannah Guthrie.
The town hall featured questions from a wide array of voters leaning towards one candidate or
genuinely undecided.

Trump and the coronavirus
Guthrie wasted no time in pressing President Trump on when he last tested negative for the
coronavirus. She asked about his illness in previous days, including if he took a test the day of
the first presidential debate.
President Trump gave vague answers to all the questions saying “well, I test quite a bit…I don’t
know, I don’t even remember. I test all the time. But I can tell you this, after the debate…I tested
positive.”
Guthrie also raised concerns about the Rose Garden ceremony held in honor of Justice Amy
Coney Barrett, Trump’s rallies, and the consistent lack of precautions the White House appears
to be taking.
President Trump deflected these concerns to the two recent positive cases from Senator
Kamala Harris’s staff.
“She’s got people now, people have it, and I’m not blaming her. I’m not saying, ‘Oh, she did a
terrible thing,'” said Trump. “As President, I have to be out there. I can’t be in a basement. I can’t
be locked in a very beautiful room someplace in the White House.”
Throughout the night, Guthrie followed the lead of Fox News’ Chris Wallace and was quick to
call out President Trump on his falsehoods. In regards to masks, the President said “they came
out with a statement that 85% of the people that wear masks catch it. So this is a very-” and
Guthrie cut him off saying “It didn’t say that. I know that study.”

Trump and Twitter
The President recently retweeted a QAnon conspiracy theory that claimed President Obama
had Navy SEALs killed to cover up an Osama bin Laden body double killed in 2011.

“I don’t get that. You’re the president. You’re not like someone’s crazy uncle who can just
retweet whatever,” said Guthrie.
President Trump responded that he had never heard of QAnon, despite having acknowledged
them in an Aug. 19, 2020 press briefing. The president was also unable to condone their radical
conspiracy theories about Democrats and instead said “I denounce Antifa, and I denounce
these people on the left that are burning down our cities, that are run by Democrats who don’t
know what they’re doing”.

Transfer of power
Guthrie’s final question was regarding if Trump would ensure a peaceful transfer of power.
Trump ignored the question and laid false claims of voter fraud.
“When I see thousands of ballots, right? Unsolicited ballots, being given out by the millions, and
thousands of them are dumped in dumpsters. And when you see ballots with the name
Trump…And they’re dumped in garbage cans,” said Trump.
Guthrie pointed out that there is no actual evidence that this is happening.
“Your own FBI director says there is no evidence of widespread fraud,” said Guthrie
After intensely pushing for an answer, Trump finally gave.
“The answer is, yes, I will. But I want it to be an honest election,” said Trump. “And so does
everybody else. When I see thousands of ballots dumped in a garbage can, and they happen to
have my name on it? I’m not happy about that.”

Student opinions
“In contrast to Joe Biden, who gave the best performance in his campaign thus far, Trump
seemed to squander his final chance to make an impression on last-minute undecided voters,”
said Wright State University senior Political Science major Leah Dryden.
“Trump was questioned in ways that you don’t normally see him… It was refreshing to see a
moderator fact check in real-time,” said senior International Politics major Ivan Mallett.

Will WSU Give Students a Spring Break?
Kaitlyn Chrosniak
October 21, 2020
As colleges around the nation announce that they will not have a spring break next semester,
students at Wright State University (WSU) are left wondering if they too will miss out on spring
break.

Announced Cancellations
Ohio State University announced in September that they were eliminating spring break in order
to prevent coronavirus spread brought on by travel exposures. The university instead
announced two instructional breaks with no classes on Feb. 9 and March 31.
Carnegie Mellon has also decided to forgo spring break next semester, and has also made
adjustments to the start and end dates of the semester as well, citing Feb. 1 as the first day of
classes and May 7 as the final.
“In lieu of the spring break week, two individual break days will be distributed throughout the
semester,” said Vice Provost Jim Garrett in an open letter to the students of Carnegie Mellon in
late September. “These two break days are in addition to the three days of break that were
already scheduled on the spring 2021 calendar for mid-semester break and Carnival.”
With dozens of other colleges across the nation announcing similar plans, the students of WSU
have begun to worry about what this may mean for their spring semester.

WSU Spring Break 2021
WSU students have begun to express negative responses towards the idea of losing their
spring break.
“Personally, I need a break from online classes,” said WSU student Jacob O’Connor. “I think we
will see a decline in performance for students if Wright State took that route.”
Fortunately for WSU students, it appears as though there will be a spring break in March 2021.
“At this time, Wright State University has no plans to alter its spring break schedule as some
other schools have. We are planning to have a spring break as scheduled starting Monday,
March 1, with classes resuming Monday, March 8,” said Director of Communications Seth

Bauguess. “If conditions change in the spring, it may require the university to reconsider this
position, but at this time there is no change to the spring break schedule.”
For the time being, WSU students can carry on with their spring break plans.

Breaking: WSU Currently Developing Plan For Random COVID Testing
Makenzie Hoeferlin
October 21, 2020
Wright State University (WSU) is currently developing a plan for random coronavirus testing as
per Ohio Higher Education recommendations.
“The state of Ohio recently recommended that all institutions of higher education that have
on-campus student housing should develop a screening testing program for asymptomatic
individuals,” said WSU spokesperson Seth Bauguess. “That guidance included that if a program
is not currently in place, then one should be developed as soon as possible during the fall term
and continued into spring term.”
According to Bauguess, WSU is in the process of developing that program and will share more
details through a campus wide email from the Provost when plans are set.
WSU already has testing options in place for symptomatic individuals through Student Health
Services and Wright State Physicians.
The Ohio Department of Higher Education released a guidance

document for all schools
allowing students back on campus. The document contains a section on testing that strongly
recommends testing for asymptomatic cases.
“Campuses are strongly recommended to screen through testing at least 3% of their at-risk
population, including regularly testing a sample population of asymptomatic students,” according
to the document. “This should be done in partnership with their local health department.”

SGA: Meet The Candidates and New Business
Roxanne Roessner
October 21, 2020
The Student Government Association (SGA) meeting took place on Tuesday, Oct. 20 over
WebEx where members discussed local elected officials visiting the Dayton Campus on Oct. 21
and 22. SGA Members were informed of expectations for the semester and what events they
could participate in for the next upcoming week.

New business
President Adrian Williams began the meeting at 7 p.m. by first calling it to order and then diving
into the new business.
Williams updated SGA members on hiring procedures.
“All of the positions are now on Handshake and for everyone who is interested in a cabinet or
Executive Board position, you need to have your application completed by tomorrow at 5 p.m.
Please encourage your friends and anyone in your orgs to apply by tomorrow,” said Williams.
Contact Williams with any questions or concerns. The positions require a resume and a cover
letter.

Senate expectations
Vice President Joe York laid out the main schedule for senate members throughout the week,
covering member reports, meeting times and expectations for success.
“I know things have been a little crazy the past few weeks with everything being online and
obviously these aren’t ideal. It is still expected, especially for the senate right now, that you are
at every single meeting going forward,” said Williams.

Public comments
One member asked if there would be in-person meetings this semester. According to Williams,
the goal is to have meetings in person on campus next semester, though the logistics still need
to be figured out. Any member of WSU is welcome to attend SGA meetings, both online and
in-person, as a member of the public.

Meet the candidates event
Local elected officials will visit campus on Oct. 21 and 22. Previous SGA president prior to Ivan
Mallett, Daniel Palmer included Mayor Nan Whaley from Dayton, Majority Leader Jim Butler,
and possible zoom calls with Congressman Turner and Senator Brown in the list of those
visiting the Dayton Campus.
“I think the purpose of this visit is that every biennium there’s a capital budget that is considered
by the House and Senate that provides money for universities, among other things, to maybe
make repairs and construct new buildings,” said Palmer.
President Williams and Vice President York will be presenting what SGA has accomplished.
“We’re going to highlight some things that the capital budget has given us and we’re going to be
touching on some great things that we’re doing and how we’re still operational despite the fact
that we’re in the middle of a pandemic,” said Palmer.
Meet the candidates event is taking place on Oct. 21, 2020.
The candidates include Chris Epley, Marshall Lachman, Kim McCarthy, Brain Lampton, Desiree
Tims and representatives from the Biden and Trump campaign staff.

Blood drive
The first Dayton Campus blood drive will take place on Thursday, Oct. 22 from 12 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in parking lot two.
“There’s been a huge need for it and especially during these times we really could use student
support,” said Williams.

Nightmare on Springwood Lane
The residential community council is hosting its annual Nightmare on Springwood Lane and is
looking for volunteers and visitors. The cost is two nonperishable goods for admission on Oct.
26, 2020, from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Anyone interested in attending SGA meetings can do so via WebEx on Tuesdays at 7 p.m.

Drastic Increase in Early Voting, Ohio’s Power in The Election
Nicolas BenVenuto
October 22, 2020
In a press release on Oct. 13, Ohio Secretary of State Frank LaRose informed Ohioans of a
three times increase in the number of early votes cast for the 2020 presidential election. In the
first week of early voting, Ohio gathered 193,021 votes while this time prior to the 2016 election,
64,312 votes were received.
“Voter enthusiasm is off the charts and we couldn’t be happier. We’ve never seen this many
people voting early in-person and it demonstrates what Ohioans know to be true – it’s easy to
vote in the Buckeye state!” LaRose said.

Why the drastic increase?
“This is really the perfect storm,” said Wright State University (WSU) political science professor
Dr. Lee Hannah. “Voters are enthusiastic and engaged and most have made up their minds on
the presidential race.”
Dr. Hannah said the coronavirus fears have left some voters with no other option than to cast
their votes in an early fashion.
“The coronavirus has had an effect. For one, people who don’t feel safe to go to the polls are
definitely voting early. The parties, especially the Democrats, have pushed early voting and that
voters make a plan so people are taking those cues,” Dr. Hannah said.
WSU political science and honors professor Paul R. Leonard said that convenience is also a
factor in determining why Ohioans are showing out in record numbers for early voting in this
year’s election.
“If a person has decided, why fight the anticipated crowds on election day? Some people want
to just get it over with. That’s what I did,” Leonard said.
Leonard has an extensive background in both local and state politics, being elected four times
to seats in the Ohio General Assembly, serving as Mayor of Dayton from 1982 to 1986, and
additionally serving as Ohio’s 58th Lt. Gov. from 1987 to 1991.

“There are also concerns of potential violence at the polls,” Leonard said. “Trump has urged his
followers to show up at the polls and make sure things are going right. A lot of folks just want to
avoid possible confrontation.”

Ohio’s voting power
Historically speaking, Ohio has held some serious clues as to how the Presidential election will
pan out.
“The Republicans have been one of the two major parties since 1860,” Said Dr. Hannah. “They
have never won the White House without winning Ohio, and that will likely remain true in this
election. If President Trump does not win Ohio, given what we know about the party lean and
demographics of the state, it’s very unlikely that he’s winning in states like Pennsylvania or
Michigan. Per usual, Ohio is crucial for the Republicans.”
WSU political science professor Dr. Sean Wilson says this isn’t the case for Biden, however.
“Biden can lose Ohio and still have a very reasonable path going forward. In this sense, Ohio is
less outcome determinative than what I call the big three: Wisconsin, Michigan, and
Pennsylvania. It will be these states that decide the fate of the Trump candidacy,” said Dr.
Wilson.
Dr. Wilson said that “the big three” are all more Democratic than Ohio.
“During the 2016 election, Trump’s victory in each of the big three states was only about 1%.
Trump’s victory in Ohio however, was 8%. If you take 3rd parties into consideration, right wing
candidates in Ohio, in total, had about a 12% victory compared to their competitors in 2016,” Dr.
Wilson said.
“Ohio is a state that tends to lean more Republican than the big three. You can pretty much take
Trump’s share of the vote in Ohio this November and subtract a few points to find out what it will
be in the other three. I don’t know how many points, but the overall dynamic is there. Polls are
showing this as well,” said Dr. Wilson.

Does increased early voting mean increased voter turnout?
While some may assume early voting could show a boost in overall voting turnout, Dr. Hannah
said the relationship between the two isn’t as strong as some might think.

“We don’t necessarily see a huge difference in turnout between states that have early voting
and those that do not,” said Dr. Hannah.
“What we do see, however, is shorter wait times on voting day and increased opportunities for
voters across the state to have their voice heard. The ability for these people to not lose out on
wages or risk having to take time off of work to go and vote is huge, especially now during a
global pandemic. Anything you can do to have shorter lines and smaller crowds is valuable,”
said Dr. Hannah.
Professor Leonard echoed the importance of voter participation across the state whether early
or in person, and said that, “Anything that can be done to facilitate voting is important to the
survival of our democracy.”
For more information on healthy voting tips, visit: www.healthyvoting.org/ohio
Additionally, details on deadlines for voting in your area may be found at: www.voteohio.gov


Dayton’s Not Dead: Gem City Market
Roxanne Roessner
October 22, 2020
In 2015, members of the Dayton community came together to create Gem City Market. Since
then, 2,800 members have joined the co-op to help support the soon to be opened
community-operated marketplace to reverse the food desert in west Dayton.

Food deserts or food apartheid
Co-founder of Gem City Market and Wright State University (WSU) sociology professor Amaha
Sellassie brought attention to the issue within west Dayton.
“There were maps that came out in Dayton that showed how opportunity was distributed in the
city and it showed that the river that divides Dayton, east and west, also divided access to
opportunity,” said Sellassie.
According to Sellassie, they prefer the term food apartheid instead of a food desert because a
desert implies that it is natural. Food apartheid is something man-made and can be reversed
through the efforts of humans.
WSU Student Nicol Oller believes that the food apartheid can be reversed.
“I think that we need to be opening up more stores because not only will they provide food, it will
also provide jobs. When we have grocery stores, there are jobs available like stocking positions,
cashiers and management. I’m hopeful that is something that can happen, but right now it feels
like they’re closing down more stores than they are opening,” said Oller.

The community coming together
Throughout the process of creating Gem City Market, the community played a huge role in
making decisions. Anyone can shop at Gem City Market, but community members in the co-op
can join for $100 and have a say in what decisions are made.
The community co-op members helped to decide the name, mission statement and the
architecture of the building. There will also be a community room, teaching kitchen and a health
clinic within Gem City Market.

“98% of all African Americans that live in Dayton live on the west side and 94% of all whites live
on the east side. Basically, the area that had a high concentration of African Americans was the
same community that had lower access to opportunity,” said Sellassie.
Opportunity is defined as conditions favorable for the attainment of a goal. In this situation, the
goal is fresh fruits and vegetables.
Gem City Market started after members of the community came together and expressed their
want for a place to buy fresh food and produce. A story map depicting the Dayton Food Desert
at
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapJournal/index.html?appid=bea43c74a1d1465d9e32000e5f220
72c pinpoints seven convenience stores on the west side while the east side has four
supermarkets such as Walmart and Kroger.
Through volunteer work, WSU student Alexis Hagerman heard stories of those struggling with
food deserts.
“People living in these food deserts would have to take buses, one bus, two, three, just to get to
a place that sells fresh food options and then take those same busses back home. Think about
a mother with three kids. She has to take them with her and then take everything back home.
It’s inconvenient and almost impossible to take these long trips,” said Hagerman.

Collective hope
“While the primary goal is to provide access to fresh fruits and vegetables, another goal is to
establish collective hope. Collective hope is when a community identifies what it wants to work,
live and play in and leverages its resources to make it happen. If we did this market, then what
else can we do when we pull our resources together,” said Sellassie.
Gem City Market is also in the process of starting a land trust where the community owns land
and decides what to do with it.
“Gem City Market will help to correct the wrongs that have been ignored. I don’t know how these
deserts are created in the first place. People need access to food, it’s a basic human need, and
to deprive a geographical location of that basic need is insane to me. I think Gem City Market is
going to be amazing at replenishing this need that has been neglected for so long,” said
Hagerman.

How to help Gem City Market

Individuals can help by shopping at the market and by donating to the cause. People can also
buy shares to Gem City Market with different options depending on where they live and income.
The Gem City Market is set to open up at the end of January, bringing five years of hard work to
a welcome finish.

WSU Athletics Receives Tremendous Support On Wright Day to Give
William Baptist
October 22, 2020
The athletic department at Wright State University (WSU) received over $68,000 from a total of
351 different donors on the annual Wright Day to Give.
The Wright Day to Give took place on Oct. 1 and is a great way for alumni, students, parents,
faculty and staff to show support for whichever organization they want to contribute to.
WSU has over 200 student-athletes and they helped drive this campaign using social media to
promote their individual sport.
“On behalf of all of our student-athletes, coaches and athletic department staff, I would like to
extend thanks to all of our friends, family, alumni and other Raider fans that supported Wright
State Athletics on the Wright Day to Give,” said Associate Athletic Director for External
Operations Jeff Giles.

Student-athletes
The student-athletes were a big part of this campaign and helped the athletic department
comprise 33% of all money that was raised during the university-wide campaign.
“It truly shows how much people support Wright State and their student-athletes,” said senior on
the volleyball team Nyssa Baker.
This money will go a long way in helping the student-athletes on and off the field, with a focus
on spreading the money around evenly.
“The outstanding support from the Raider community speaks to their commitment to our
student-athletes and what they’re achieving in the classroom and in competition,” said Giles.

How will the money be spent?
“All gifts to a specific sport will be used in a variety of different avenues, including continued
improvements in team apparel, travel, recruiting, facilities upkeep, student-athlete nutrition,
leadership training and more,” according to the WSU website.

The athletic department was helped by the coaches, players and an online crowdfunding
platform.
The student-athletes at WSU were the driving force in promoting their sport and promoting WSU
as a whole through social media.
“Everyone included in this program would be thankful to receive anything that ranges from new
gear, possible upgrades to our gym and our locker room,” said Baker.
Each individual sport and the athletic department seems to be extremely grateful for the support
that the Raider community showed them.

Breaking: WSU Files Lawsuit Against Research Firm WSARC
Dylan Collison
October 22, 2020
Wright State University (WSU) filed a civil lawsuit against Wright State Applied Research
Corporation (WSARC) in an attempt to require the corporation to return state property and
funds.

Capital assets and funds
The university claims that WSARC may have university capital assets and has also refused the
university’s demands for returning the funds invested by Wright State to support the corporation.
“Through discussions that have taken place over the past several months, it has become clear
that the corporation wants to walk away from responsibilities and obligations associated with
Wright State,” said the university. “The university believes that the corporation may be in
possession of capital assets that must be returned before the university could support the
proposed separation. WSARC has also refused the university’s demands for the return of the
funds invested by Wright State to support the corporation.”
WSU created WSARC as a separate but closely affiliated corporation to support the university’s
research endeavors.

Numerous lawsuits
WSARC has been the subject of public scrutiny from its early beginnings, including when the
corporation illegally paid a former consultant $1.3 million, a report by the Ohio Auditor of State
shows.
The corporation has also found itself in numerous lawsuits and federal and state investigations
over the past few years. Some of those investigations have resulted in the announcement of
findings for recovery of state funds, and according to the university, remain outstanding even
today.
“This legal challenge against the Wright State Applied Research Corporation — soon to be
Parallax Advanced Research Corporation — is an important matter, and the university intends
to vigorously advocate for and protect the interests of the university, its research partners, and
taxpayers,” said the university in a press release.

It was not immediately known what capital assets or funds belong to WSU.
The suit also comes after WSARC asked the Greene County Common Pleas Court to block
records sought by the Dayton Daily News. The

records include 2,757 pages of emails to and
from WSARC CEO Dennis Andersh, a Wright State employee.
The relationship agreement between WSU and WSARC is set to expire at the end of October.
The university intends to keep the Wright State Research Institute (WSRI) as a department.
The Wright State Guardian has reached out to WSARC for a statement. The corporation
has not yet responded.

National Guard Put on Standby Ahead of November Election
Noah Kindig
October 23, 2020
After a summer of protests, The U.S. National Guard has been put on standby in several states,
hoping to ensure there is no violence at polling stations, and in U.S. cities.

Citizen safety
Officials said that the units being put on standby were a response to the lessons learned during
the violent upheaval after George Floyd’s death in Minneapolis in late May.
While this division of the National Guard was not created specifically to ensure safety during the
Nov. 3 election, it shows how the military could deal with national political problems without
being forced to send active military troops into cities.

National guard on standby
This division, called the “Rapid Response Units” by a senior national guard official, could deploy
to any part of the country within 24 hours if it was requested by a governor. According to the
same official, these units will be on standby until at least the end of the year, in order to defend
against possible riots.
The National Guard had already been deployed in early June by 23 states during protests over
the summer, including Calif., Ga., Fla. and Wash., and was even deployed by Mike Dewine for
the first presidential debate after Cleveland Officials requested them to “ensure a safe and
secure environment for those attending Tuesday’s presidential debate in Cleveland.”
For some, however, the deployment of the National Guard has been negative. Black Lives
Matter Cleveland President told a local news outlet that the National Guard caused more harm
than good in Cleveland.
“We are looking to get together and have a peaceful demonstration and talk about the issues as
it relates to Cleveland,” she said. “This presidential debate has just created chaos within the
city.”
Democratic Nominee Joe Biden has also invoked the military in this election season, claiming
that Trump may attempt to “steal” the election, but he believes soldiers will escort Trump out of
the White House if Trump loses and does not concede.

Polling volunteers
Other than protecting polling sites and cities from violence, National Guard members may also
appear as volunteers at the polls, following a major lack of volunteer support for in-person
voting.
Since many poll-workers are retired and are at a higher risk of the coronavirus, election officials
were sounding alarms that they may not have enough poll workers come election day.
Due to fears on both sides, as Republicans are worried about protests at polling sites, and
Democrats are worried about Trump’s call for his supporters to “go into the polls and watch very
carefully”, the National Guard could be at polls all around the country. In certain states, such as
Nebraska, Primary polls could not have even opened without the Guard’s help.

Asking for assistance
Richard Haass, President of the Council On Foreign Relations, tweeted after the debate that all
governors should be ready to ask for the Guard’s assistance.
“All governors, especially those in battleground states, need to [be] ready and call out National
Guard to protect polling places and would-be voters in light of [Trump’s] call on his supporters to
‘go into the poll and watch very carefully,’” he said.
With concerns of breaking federal law, these National Guard members may be out of uniform,
due to laws barring intimidation and military interference at polls.
“There shouldn’t be concerns by anybody, as they walk into a poll site, by uniformed presence,”
said Kentucky National Guard spokesperson Maj. Stephen Martin. “Our goal was to make sure
that you couldn’t tell whether it was a Guardsman or a volunteer.”
Whether through protests, elections, or the coronavirus, the National Guard may become a part
of regular life in cities very soon.

WSU Club Football Preparing For Spring Season
William Baptist
October 23, 2020
The Wright State University (WSU) club football team started practice on Oct. 12, as they are
gearing up for a potential spring season.
There are numerous guidelines in place to protect the health and safety of the players such as a
maximum of ten people at practice, temperatures will be taken every practice, wearing masks,
social distancing and frequently sanitizing equipment.
Player safety is the top priority for the WSU club football team and the National Club Football
Association (NCFA), which is the league WSU plays in.
“The key right now is to be safe and compliant with the adjustments leadership needs to make
— that is how we will have a successful season in the spring,” said Co-Head Football Coach
Mark Cox.

History of the club football team
The club football team made its debut in 2009 and has been nationally ranked in the top ten
multiple times since then.
“We compete for a national championship every year against other club teams such as Ohio
State, Pittsburgh and Miami University,” said Vice President and player Nolin Jackson.
In their first season in 2009, WSU went on to have an undefeated season and they captured
their first National Championship in program history.
“We are guys that were either overlooked in high school and want to continue to take our talent
to the next level or guys that want to finish our football career at the collegiate level,” said
President and player Markee Zrnich.

Brotherhood
“What’s beautiful about this organization is the diversity. We have players from different
backgrounds, states, ethnicities, etc., the bonds created are inseparable and will last forever,”
said Zrnich.

The team is a close-knit group and has focused on becoming closer this season.
“There is also a purposeful push toward camaraderie that was not prevalent last year,” said
Cox.
The team hired two new coaches to take over the program this season. They are trying to
balance installing a new offense and defense with all the restrictions in place.

Election 2020: Meet Your Local Candidates
Jamie Naylor
October 23, 2020
On Wednesday, Oct. 21 the College of Liberal Arts in partnership with Wright State Votes
hosted a virtual Meet the Candidates event. The event featured local candidates and
representatives from the presidential campaigns. Each candidate pitched their campaigns while
students, faculty and staff posed questions to the eager speakers.

Local candidates
Running for judgeship on Ohio’s second district appeals court is Chris Epley and Marshall
Lachman. Epley is a local Republican lawyer and law professor at the University of Dayton. He
serves on the city council of Dayton and has won several awards for his legal work.
Marshall is a local Democratic lawyer and part-time magistrate for Montgomery County and has
experience in death penalty cases along with juvenile court matters.
Opposing candidates Kim McCarthy and Brian Lampton for Ohio’s 73rd State Representative
seat shared their differences at the event. McCarthy, a Democrat, runs on the liberal ticket
supporting issues such as Medicare for all and fixing tax loopholes that benefit the wealthy.
McCarthy was a participant in the 2019 strike at Wright State University. She assured students
that she would fight for public university funding if elected.
Lampton, a Catholic Republican, describes himself as “pro-life” and is “endorsed by Right to Life
Ohio,” according to Lampton.

House of Representatives election
A major seat up for grabs this election is the House District 10 which Desiree Tims, a Democrat
and Mike Turner, a Republican, are campaigning for. If elected, Tims would be the first woman
and first African American to hold this seat. She runs on environmentally friendly investment,
racial equality and criminal justice reform and believes in keeping the Affordable Care Act.
Turner runs on a platform that is supportive of the military and that is anti-immigration. Turner
was not present at the event.

Presidential campaigns

Both former Vice President Biden and President Donald Trump campaigns were represented at
the event. Dalton Throckmorton, the Dayton field manager for the Trump campaign, focused on
the president’s accomplishments, some of which he falsely quoted. Throckmorton stated that
Trump lowered the federal deficit. The administration has actually added $2.8 trillion dollars to
the debt. Throckmorton correctly claimed President Trump’s support of Wright Patterson Air
Force Base.
Vice President Biden’s field representative Mitchel Herr cleared up the campaign’s stance on
LGBTA+ issues, stating that “[Biden] would pass the equality act” and that “[Biden] would ban
conversion therapy.” These stances have not been widely talked about before by the Biden
campaign.

Ohio As A Swing State In The 2020 Election
Alexis Wisler
October 23, 2020
Ohio is notorious in national elections for being a major deciding swing state. Recently,
however, the state has been leaning towards the republican party when looking at national,
state-wide and local elections. Despite this, Biden has been able to win over some of the state
leading up to the election, causing Ohio to once again become a swing state.
“Ohio, a swing state which Obama won in 2012, voted overwhelmingly for Trump in 2016. This
election, the Biden campaign seems to have made some inroads in winning some of that lost
support, reverting the state to a swing state,” according to PBS.

Ohio and other swing states
Although Ohio has shown to be a prominent swing state in the past, it is starting to show trends
of becoming a state that votes more towards the republican party. Because of this, political
science Professor Dr. Sean Wilson points out that Ohio has become less of a swing state over
time in relation to other swing states.
“I don’t think you should treat Ohio as being the same type of swing state that some of these
other states are. If Trump loses this state, he is going to lose the election because this is a fairly
red state. If he loses this one, he is clearly going to lose the election. If he wins this one, he still
needs other states and it’s those other states that probably are more swing,” said Dr. Wilson.
States that are becoming more traditional swing states, according to Dr, Wilson, are Michigan
and Wiscosin, which voted against their predicted party in the 2016 presidential election
“They really surprised us in 2016. They were not supposed to be swing states, they were
supposed to be blue states. What Trump needs to do is not only win Florida and not only win
this state, but he has to pick off some of the others. And that is going to be harder for him,” said
Dr. Wilson.

Campaigns in Ohio vs other states
Because Ohio is a swing state, although leaning towards the red according to recent elections,
campaigning for both Biden and Trump will be different in Ohio and other swing states than it
would be to states that predominantly vote one way.

“Both campaigns are aware that Trump over performed in the Industrial Midwest — primarily
with white, working class voters in small towns and rural areas (a population that is much larger
in Ohio, Michigan, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin than it is in other swing states). The Biden team
is trying to cut the margins there, so you see messaging that is targeted at these kinds of
voters,” said political science professor Dr. Lee Hannah.

Living in a swing state
Dr. Hannah encourages students to vote not only because it is their duty as an American, but
because they live in a state where their votes can determine the outcome of the election.
“They should vote. They should vote regardless of where they live but they should know that a
lot of Americans in safe states are envious of their position,” said Dr. Hannah.

Election 2020: The Final Debate
Jackson Cornwell
October 23, 2020
On Thursday, Oct. 23 President Donald Trump and former Vice President Joe Biden faced off in
the final presidential debate. The debate featured six topics each lasting fifteen minutes.
The debate was held at Belmont University in Nashville, Tenn. and was moderated by Kristen
Welker.

Coronavirus
President Trump ensured that there would be a vaccine for the coronavirus distributed to the
public by January. This contradicts what Biden and most experts on the subject have said,
predicting a vaccine no earlier than late spring 2021.
Biden did not rule out the potential of future lockdowns but said he prefers safe reopening with
crowd control and will call upon state governors to implement mask mandates.
“We can’t close our nation, or you won’t have a country,” Trump said.
“Anyone responsible for 220,000 American deaths should not be president,” Biden said in
response.
Trump said that the virus will go away and that the American people are tired of living with it.
Biden defended that Americans are not learning to live with it. They are “learning to die with it,”
according to Biden.

National security
Following a breaking story that confirmed both Russia and Iran are already interfering in the
2020 election, Welker asked both candidates how their administration will respond to foreign
powers meddling in domestic affairs.
Biden said that any country that interferes in U.S. affairs “will pay a price.” He pointed out the
recent news that Trump has a Chinese bank out and, when added with the fact that he still
refuses to release his tax returns, believes that this adds up to obvious corruption.

Trump discussed his excellent relationships with both Kim Jong Un and Vladimir Putin and
deflected questions of his tax returns to conspiracies of Biden receiving money from Russia and
Ukraine.

American families
The Affordable Care Act (ACA) was a primary concern during the debate. With the confirmation
of Justice Amy Coney Barrett imminent, many are concerned over the Supreme Court striking
down the ACA.
Trump bragged about eliminating the personal mandate portion of the ACA, but recognized that
no matter how the Republicans reworked it the ACA is “no good.”
Biden reminded viewers that he supports both private insurance and a public option unlike some
of his Democratic colleagues.

Immigration
Noting the recent news that over 500 children are unable to be reunited with their parents after
being separated at the southern border, both Welker and Biden pressed Trump to own up to his
strict immigration policies. Trump instead accused the Obama administration of building the
notorious cages at the border.
Biden responded that the Obama administration did make mistakes on immigration but that
what the Trump administration has done “violates every notion of who we are as a nation,”
according to Biden.

Race issues
Biden said that “there is institutional racism in this country” and that minorities need policies in
place to ensure both economic and social freedom. He also spoke of criminal justice reform,
where non-violent drug offenders should go to rehabilitation centers rather than jails.
Trump assured that he is “the least racist person in the room” and that he “did more than any
president ever for black Americans.”

Climate change
Trump blasted how unfair the Paris Accords were to American businesses.

Biden vowed to rejoin the Paris Accords and discussed how the environmental plan will create
millions of new green jobs. According to Biden “climate change is an existential threat; we have
a moral obligation to fix it.”

